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How does a TV show goes from
conceptualization to production? 

What is the most effective way to market a 
TV show to network executives?



Methodology - Project Overview

● Why do TV pilots fail?

○ Too risky (Heat Vision and Jack)
○ Ahead of their time (Lookwell)
○ Works better as a movie (Justice 

League of America)

● What types of shows do people want to 
watch?

○ Rewatchable
○ Engaging dialogue
○ Drama/comedy

● How can I write an engaging pilot 
episode?

○ Fast-paced
○ Introduce main characters and 

their background
○ Build connection with audience

● What materials do you bring to a pitch?

○ Completed pilot episode
○ Pitch packet
○ Something exciting!



Matthew Hobin

● Works on non-scripted, reality shows

● “Tell your truth”

○ Certain stories deserve to be 

told

● Partially remove yourself from the 

story

○ Remain objective



Jeanette Jolley

● Contents of a pitch packet

○ Eye-catching cover page, show 

overview, character descriptions, 

detailed summary of series

● “The less the network has to think, the 

more likely they are to pay attention.”

● “Make it a vision.”



Methodology - Justification

● Putting ideas into action

○ 30-40 minute sitcom

○ Character development, important 

themes, structure of an episode, etc.

○ Gain experience with scriptwriting 

software (StudioBinder)

● Goal is to emulate a real-life pitch to a 

network or agency

○ Pilot script and pitch packet



Methodology - Interdisciplinary

1. Media Production
● Pilot episode

2. Marketing
● Pitch packet

● Both assets are necessary to pitch a 

television show

● Utilizing both sides of the project is 

beneficial in a pitch meeting

● Understanding one piece of content 

is helpful when constructing the 

other



Conclusions

● Pilot episode
○ Upbeat and entertaining

○ Integral blend of nostalgic and 

modern elements

○ Makes the show feel 

comfortable to new viewers 

while also presenting something 

new and exciting

● Pitch packet
○ Themed after a menu

○ Unique and acts as a visual 

mood board

○ Includes all necessary elements 

needed to fully grasp the show’s 

concept and tone











Conclusions (cont.)

● The information studied in this project can be used to craft new television shows 

in the future

● Highlights the important and necessary attributes to prepare for a pitch meeting 

for future creatives looking to write their own shows

● More prepared to showcase their unique vision to network executives all on 

their own.



Strengths          Limitations

● Thoroughly developed all materials needed 

for a pitch meeting

● Conducted copious research on market 

trends and popular themes in television

● Show concept was well-thought-out, 

creative, and engaging

● Materials were not taken to a pitch meeting

● Trends may change before show begins 

production

● Larger team of supporters needed for a 

more impactful pitch
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